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LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHY

(FIG , 2

RAF Fairford is located in the Upper Thames Valley at 51°41°N, 010 47*W. The
station elevation is 268 feet (87M).

There is an abundance of moisture sources surrounding the airfield. One mile
south is the Thames River, with the eastern end of the runway only a few feet
above river level. North-Northwest to east, starting one mile to the north to
2 miles in the east, is a series of quarry lakes.

Fairford is situated at the foot of the Cotswold Hills, which extend from the

WSW to the NNE rising to an elevation of 1000 feet (300M) 17 miles to the NW.
Twelve to fifteen miles south to southeast the Marlborough Downs and the White
Horse Hills reach a height of approximately 900 feet (270M). In closer to the
south and southeast, about five miles, a minor line of hills reach approximately
450 feet (140M). At the end of the valley thirty miles to the SW the Mendips
cap the valley formed by the Cotswolds and Marborough Downs Hills. The Mendips
rise to 1000 feet (300M). Ninety miles to the W-NW the Welsh Mountains, reaching
2,000 - 3,000 feet, give some shelter from systems approaching from that direc-
tion. The most exposed approach to the base is from the NE with a gradual upslope
from the North Sea to Fairford. To a lesser extent the SW is exposed to the
Bristol Channel thru valleys around the Mendips.
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I

CLIMATIC AID BY WIND DIRECTION

(Fig 3)

a. Stratus in moist airstreams. Good visibility except for possibility of
Fog in very light winds. Showers in unstable moist air.

b. Showers in unstable air, high stratus advects in off Bristol Channel.

Visibility generally good. Primary wind direction.

c. Generally fair weather clouds and good visibility. Fog unusual from

this direction. Cooler temperature can be expected.

d. Midlands smoke and haze in light North wind may reduce visibility to

2-3 NM.

e. Exposed to North Sea stratus, bases sometimes below 400 ft with NE-E

winds. North Sea stratus usually above 600 ft during late spring and summer.

1. Radiation fog is common in winter half of year. Morning clearance is
regular, but sometimes delayed to noon by advection of fog and stratus into

area.

2. Surface winds often approach geostrophic speed. Secondary wind

direction, more common in winter and early spring.

f. Visibility may be low in haze (1 1/2 - 2 NM). Low stratus is common

in winter advected up the Thames Valley.

g. Marlborough Downs give some protection from low stratus. If stratus

does advect in generally around 1,000 ft.

NOTE: Located in the Forecaster's Aids Notebook are upslope/downslope

conditions, by wind direction, for Great Britian.
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CRITICAL WEAT11ER ELEMENTS

D!-'T 1 P

PARAIMENTER 1 1 SG/7 020ABG ACTIONS '?TI),S

c21 6)ft Below circlinq minimums S!T1 r)BS

CI., < :00ft Below TACAN minimums 7N'I. )B1S

17, <2,]Wft A/C Operations restricted, ;,_ low PAP Q'-;IL OBS

minimums (Rnwy 09) MWA

.2Id looft Below PAk landinq minimums (Rnwv 27) . 1. OB.S

\'.S - 1.7NM Below circling minimums SPIT OB

VI-z. INM Possible take-off/recover,' restrictions, S.1, OBS
below TACAN threshold MWA

VI5 .4NM A/C operations restrictd, L.,c.:AT. SPE OBS
Landing minimums, external liuhts use.d MWA

for A/C towing

VIS- '.2NM A/C operations restricted, Li :i r !<'ad- SPL OBS

quarters approval reuirt.d . r tak-nff MWA

VIS 0. INM A/C operations restricted, 1.-low minimum SPL OBS

take-off minimums, no towing, ,_,ntrv d~'witv MWA

increased

RVR 240oft Take-off alternates reiuire d Brief

Snow forecasted Snow control ;,ersonnel :laced in standh,- MWA

in next 12 hours recall

1" snow in 6 A/C movement restricted, A/C de-icing WX WRNG
hours vehicles readied, tire chains mounted,

runway clearing started, speed limits
reduced on-base

Freezing A/C movement restricted, no take-offs, WX WRNG
Precip A/C de-icing vehicles readied, tire chains

mounted, on-base speed limits reduces,

runway clearing started

Hail 1/2" Outdoor maintenance activities curtailed WX WRNG

6kt crosswind A/C operation. restricted MWA
on wet runway
or RCR is 4 09

25 kt. crosswind A/C operations restricted, no take-offs MWA
or landings

Surface winds A/C maintenance activities restricted MWA
25-34 kts.

Surface winds Equipment secured, outdoor maintenance WX WRNG
35-49 kts. activities curtailed



DET 18

PARAMENTER 1SG/7020ABG ACTIONS ACTIONS

Surface winds Equipment removed from flight line, WX WRNG

50-64 kts small aircraft hangared, outdoor
maintenance activities stopped,

ATC tower evacuated

Surface winds A/C faced into the wind WX WRNG

: 64 kts

Tornadoes All personnel notified to take WX WRNG
tprotec'-ve actions

Temperature Engine water heated/dumped, water MWA

below 40'F trucks hangared

Temperature Engine water dumped, no wet take-offs, MWA

below 20*F outdoor patrol activity shortened

Freezing Fog Tire chains mounted, on-base speed limits MWA

reduces

Lightning Terminate fuel/maintenance activities MWA

within 5NM power down computers

Lightning Terminate outdoor maintenance activities, MWA

within 1 NM evacuate filghtline, computer operations

terminated

Probability of A/C operations restricted, touch-and-qo's MTA

lightning conditions curtailed

(POLC) 80% within
25 NM

Low level wind A/C operations restricted, touch-and-go's MWA
shear curtailed

MDT or greater A/C operations restricted, hazards avoided MWA

TURBC below

10,000 ft within
10 NM of EGVA

MDT or greater A/C operations restricted, hazards avoided MWA
TURBC above
10,000 ft within
50 NM of EGVA
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PRESSURE VARIATIONS

A diurnal pressure curve for RAP Fairford under a stagnant pressure system

shows little variation. The highest diurnal change is only .026 inches during

March, while October has the least diurnal change with only .016 inches.

The diurnal variations that there are occur at the following times:

Pressure falls -- 00-06Z/12-17Z

Pressure rises -- 06-12Z/17-24Z

The times shift slightly from winter to summer. During the summer, the diurnal

variation occurs one !h .ur latter than shown above.

The graph below shows the annual pressure variations for Fairford, along

with the mean ALSTGs for the months.
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RAF FAIRFORD
MEAN TEMPERATURES FOR RADIATION CONDITIONS
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PERCENTAGE OF DAYS PER MONTH WITH

WEATHER AND OBSTRUCTIONS TO VISION
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Figure 3. Isoohronee of the leading edge of the precipitation hlteld

14 Maroh 1960. The nLboetratuu move, with the velooity of

the 700 .b wind in which it is embedded.
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Rain stratus i, by far the most frequent type 3. Low Stratus

that affects England. the average annual number of
ra;,n days varying from 175 to Z25 (2). Most Ceilings of stratus below 1000 feet in rain

of this rain, especially in winter, is quasi- areas usually form In air strata colder than the

steady in character and low stratus is readily falling rain. Cold air is readily brought to
*-nrd by the evaporation of the relatively warm saturation and evaporation Is little affected by
r ,. drops in a low cold stratum of air. This the temperature of the air since the heat of

;,,:lies a strong inversion, often provided over vaporization is furnished primarily by the rain-

the United Kingdom by warm fronts and occlusions, drops themselves. However, the practical meteor-
Tiese are frequently preceded by rain bands ologist does not forecast routinely by consider-

extending as much as 300 nm ahead of the surface ation of physical laws, at least not consciously.

front. Rain shields with cold fronts are much A simple rule or approximation is needed for
narrower and seldom persist in place long enough everyday use. Within the limits of practical

to develop extensive stratus. Rain shields application, the time interval between the onset

associated ..,ith warm and occluded fronts often of rain and incidence of stratus is the same for

expand over the British Isles, while those all stations In any given situation. This

associated with cold fronts seldom do. It is reduces the problem of forecasting the time of
onen rain covers a large area nearly uniformly rain stratus to that of forecasting the time that
that widespread low stratus ceilings form, pro- rain will begin. If low stratus appears two hours

viding of course that the low levels are stable, after rain begins at Jersey, it will also appear

Th~s stability is ormal in winter. if it does in the Midlands just about two hours after rain

not already exist, evaporative cooling will begins there. This rule may seem naive, but we

establish it, providing precipitation continues are dealing with a relatively small area where

more than a couple of hours. It goes without the air is nearly always moist, (3, 4). What-

saying that the strength of the wind has a great ever the reason, this rule works better than any

effect on both the stabilization of the surface other yet suggested.
layer of air and also on the height of the stratus

or fog. 4. Ceiling Heights

2. The Steerinq Level The fact that the air in England is relatively

uniform can be put to further use. If the in-
Some two hundred sinoptic situations were cidence of cloud below 1000 feet is compared

studied to determine the most useful level and with station elevation, a positive correlation

tool in forecasting the advance of quasi-steady is found. This appears to be linear for coastal

precipitation. It was found that the shield is stations,(Figure 4), but not for inland stations,

carried so nearly with the 700 mb reported wind 0igure 5). From this it may be deduced that in any

within the shield and nearest the leading given situation, the height of low stratus above

edge that no adjustment is justified. It is sea level is uniform for the area, except for

emphasized that this is true even when no cloud slight modifications caused by frictional turbul-

at this level appears in ground reports, due to ence over inland areas (5). Based on these ideas,

either obscuration or a lower declk of clouds, a year's data were tabulated and the ceiling
computer shown in Figure 6 was constructed. In

In forecasting the movement of a rain shield, this graph, the coastal or reference stations are

the direction of the representative wind must be grouped to the left and the stations for which

considered as well as the speed. Obviously, a forecasts will be required are grouped to the

30-knot wind blowing 600 From the normal to the right. When the first report of stratus is noted,

leading edge of the rain shield will advance the as a rain shield approaches from a southerly or

rain at only I5 knots along that normal. In westerly direction, a horizontal line is drawn

practice, more accurate results have been across the chart from the point representing the

achieved by measuring the forecast isochrones in report. The height of ceiling to be forecast for

the direction of reported and estimated winds, each station, when the rain shield and its

rather than calculating a speed normal to the associated stratus move over the area, is read

leading edge of the rain shield. Figure 3 directly at this line. For example, if Plymouth

illustrates a typical situation in which each reports stratus at 800 feet, then 600 feet would

part of the leading edge moves with the wind in be forecast for Brize Norton and 400 feet for

which it is embedded. To forecast these iso- Bruntingthorpe. Similarly, a report of 500 feet

hrones, the reported speed at 700mb within the at Jersey will lead to a forecast of 600 feet at

rain shield and nearest the leading edge should Alconbury and 300 feet at Bovingdon.

be used, time permitting, rather than the rounded-
nff value plotted on the map. When ever two or The ceiling computer shown in Figure 6 has

more representative wind reports are available, been operationally tested. It is quick and easy

the necessity of some adjustment may be expected. to use and accurate for situations with surface

Reports may not be strictly simultaneous and winds of ter t twenty knots. In the few rain

some observed irregularities are temporary and stratus cases hasing winds outside this range, it

i;rrepresentative. The forecaster must therefore appeared that odjustents were In order. Stronger

use disc'etion in the event of conflicting data. surface winds make the ce,.inqs higher and weaker
ones let the ceilings dec,' -o lower values.

Such cases were too few t,, 2vtermine exact rules

for quantitative adjustment.
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5. Termination the attor. it - necessary to analyze the 700mb

chdrt for hu;dity. The 50 relative humidity
Low stratus ceilings of tn), tpe here con- isopleth is the crit-al one and for practical

sidered break soon after the rain stops. Norally purposes this may be drawn at IOC temperature-
the passage ot a surface front clears both the dew point spread. On this isopleth, or on the
rain and the stratus ceilings. In these cases, the drier side of it, wind reports must be found
,jsual procedures for forecasting the movement of pointing toward the area of interest, in our
'ronts (6) are applied to deternine the time of case the Midlands. In a manner quite analogous
clearing, to deter norg the movement of the rain shield,

isochi-,res are constructed showing the movement
In the majority of cases, the rain snield and of the dry air, ;.e., the air with 50' or les,

its associated stratus march steadils across relative huridity. The convergence of limit;ing
England and the forecast is guided by evenly line is drawn where simultaneous isochrones
spaced isochnr.s, 5uch as are illustrated ir, intersect.
Figure 7. Toe raio shield and :,;ratus commonly
expand in size for the leadlnq edge roves with The forecast is refined by comparing the
the vol.-city of tr 70Gnib .ini. while the clearing direct:ons of movement of the rain shield and the
I e ves 'Ture slooiy, 9, -e .ther han:J, there dry air. If these differ by approximately 120',
.3re times when a blocking high will -ause the the rain will stop abruptly at the convergence
leading edge to decelerate. sometimes stop, and line. If the difference in tihe two directions is
occasionally even retrogress. In !hese cases, the less, as n Figure 8. then deceleration of the
rain and stratus areas will eitner maintain their rain shield ;s indicated, about 50' for this
size or shrink. In such situations. e.g., 18 case. If the difference exceeds 120', as ii
March 1960.(Flgure 8) meticulous streamline Figure 9, and the blocking anticyclone is irntensi-
analyvi at 700mb is pohahl, the Lest tool to fying, the rain shield will recede after r aching

determine the future of the rain and stratus the convergence line.
patterns.

A blocking hiqh and its associated line of References:

streamline convergence will of course be oasi-
stationary. If the rain shield and the 700mb I. Durst. C.S., 1949: Meteorology of Airfields.
streamline analysis are superimposed, as in London, His Majesty's Stationery Office.
Figure 8, the problem may be clarified, or at 

8 8
pp.

least better defined. Obviously, if the stream-
line convergence line lies downwind from the area 2. British Air Ministry Meteorological Office,

of interest. It will not affect advection to this 1952: Climatological Atlas of the British
region and the forecast will follow regularly Isles. M.O. 488. 139pp.
spaced isochrones as before. If the streamline
convergence line is found upwind, between the 3. Directorate of Weather, Headquarters Army
rain shield and the area of interest, then the Air Forces, 1942: Climate and Weather of

rain and its stratus can hardly reach the region, the British Isles. U.S. Weather Bureau.

unless the convergence line cane be forecast to
move away. In Figure 8, the line of convergence 4. Kendrew, W.G., 1953: The Climates of the

lies on the western fringe of the Midlands. Continents. Oxford University Press, New

York.
England is so situated in the prevailing

westerlies that winds from an easterly direction 5. Byers, H.R., 1544; General Meteorology.

usually bring dry air from the Eurasian continent. McGraw-Hill, Nek, York.
When the flow is from the North Sea, then England
lies of the side of the anticyclone having con- 6. Petterssen, S., 1956: Weather Analysis and
sidorable subsidence and again the critical levels Forecasting. IcGraw-Hill. New York.

will be dry. This makes the 700mb streamline

convergence line capable at times of stopping the
advance of the rain shield abruptly. 5,'..,5ii*4i55s e'i*'.

While the presence of a blocking high is
easy t,, detect, there is always an area of uncer- NOTE: Observations and statistics

tainty as to the exact location of its associated
line of convergence. When this line lies across are not available for this study.
or near the area of interest, as in Figure 9,
its precise location beci,me, of prime importance.

It is best found by drawing two sets of isochrone,
and locating the convergence line at the inter-

section of simultaneous isochrones.

In Figure 3, te line of hollow circles is
the forecast position of the leading edge of the
rain shield in 15 hours and also the forecast
leading edge of dry air in 15 hours. To determine
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Figure 7. Normal advection of ratn band with 700 ob winds, 9 March 19.The dshed curve. are forecast isoc, oneu, later verified,

illustrating regular progression aoross Ragland.
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figure 8. Fain uhield euperispoeed on 700 ab utreaine analysis,
0000 OCT 18 March 1960. The line of streamline convergence
is marked by a line of circles end the area of dry air at
700 mb is shown.
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band 18-19 Maroh 1960. The line of hollow circles was the fore-

cast LIUt, based on the 10-knot 700 mb winds icported by station

03808 on the southwest tip of England and station 036 on the

east coast. The Line of solid dots was *otually reached ber*

retrogression began at 190600 GMT.
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Alh MA SSE t

1 n trud!uct ion

i3ctu: ;eing jr-q tz , Z I ifi 1,i ..;,-s and their effect upon the UK a brief
review of air mass format__. called for.

i. An air maso: is I iru volu!,c of air with approximately homogenicus proper-
ties ini the horizut.:.,

2. A qiven mass of ilr must rumain in residence over a source region a suf-
ficent time to ally,., t e air to acquire the horizontally uniform and typical
characteristics of an air mass.

3. Upon leaving thu source region an a- I cL s iegins modification. The air
mass begins to adopt the propertitus of the surface over which it is passing.

4. There are two major factors predominate in a source region, the physical
properties of the surface and the prevailing low level circulation. Circula-
tion is especially important. Air masses f-rmed under anticyclonic systems
tend to stretch horizontally; those formed under a cyclonic influence tend to

shrink due to the cross-isobar flow. Also, in -n anticyclonic system the air
tends to become more or less uniform in the horizontal, whereas cyclonic
systems usually maintain contrasts. As a final point, the subsidence of the
anticyclones tends to lessen the lapse rate while the ascending motion due to
convergence in cyclonic circulations steepens the lapse rate and, of course,
increases the vorticity. Thus, regions of the globe dominated by nemiparma-
nent high pressure systems, are especially favored as air mass source regions.

5. Several factors bear on the type of weather a given air mass brings.
Whetlier an air mass is cold (k) or warm (w) relative to the underlying sur-

a iajor factor. A cold air mass is likely to develop increasing
instabi ity due to heating from below, and is generally characterized by
convective cloudiness, showers, and squalls. A warm air mass, on the other
hand, tends to become increasingly stable and often exhibits persistent fog,
stratus, and drizzle.

6. The trajectory followed by the air mass is also important, not only as
r:tains to the changing or ai.r mass properties to reflect the underlying

surface over which it passes, but also as relates to the dynamic nature of the
trajectory. If the air follows a cyclonic trajectory, the lower layers tend to
have steep lapse rates, and hence such an air mass will exhibit instability
pheno ia. An anticyclonic trajectory tends to enhance stability. Subsidence
inver5 ons te'nd to surpress any vertical developments stemming from the surface

I air ::asses of Europe arc the mP and MT. The maritime influence
of th, -'antic and the Baltic and North Seas affect the United Kingdom's
weather mor.. any otiier factor.



Maritime Polar (mP)

Maritime polar air is the most prevalent air mass affecting the UK. The
characteristics of the air mass depend upon the source and the track it
takes in reachinq the UK. The prime characteristics of all mP air masses

in winter are mild temperatures, high relative humidity, and general cloud-
iness. With cyclonic circulation the air mass will show noticable effects
of mixing, convergence, and a steep lapse rate; during anticyclonic circu-
lation the effects of subsidence and divergence tend to cause the air mass
to have a more stable lapse rate.

The mP air masses originating in the Greenland-Spitzbergen area are cooler
than normal in allreasons and unstable. This is brought about by its
initial low temperature as arctic air and the comparatively short trajectory
over open water. This mP air brings numerous showers especially on the wind-
ward costs and over high elevations. In periods of stagnating fog and wide
spread stratus becomes likely in autumn and winter.

Maritime polar air masses arriving from the west generally originated as con-
tinental polar (cP) over North America. As the cP moves out over the Atlantic
Ocean it is modified to the properities of the underlying ocean surface. As
a result this mP air mass is relatively warm, humid, and more stable than mP
air masses arriving from the north of the UK. The temperatures tend to be mild
in autumn and winter, with moderate temperatures in spring and summer. Its
greater stability is associated with extensive fog and stratus during autumn
and winter. During the summer months the stratus tends to have breaks over
central UK.

Maritime Arctic (mA)

As the name implies maritime Arctic air originates over the Arctic Ocean. It is
most often a winter phenomenon and most often observed over western Europe.
When it does occur it is unseasonable cold during all seasons. Strong out-
breaks of Arctic air are likely to occur following the passage of a deep low
tracking through southern Scandinavia.

By the time the air mass reaches the UK it is very unstable, the instability
is due to its passage over the warmer water surface. Weather associated with
the Arctic air is usually showery. The majority of the showers occurring along
the windward costs, and higher elevations. The strength of the outbreak of
Arctic air determines the occurrance and amount of showers ,-curring inland.
Toss of CB's over the North Sea are generally low, around 20,000 feet, while
inland they are at times even lower, 15-16,000 feet.

If the air mass starinates , then there develops a high risk of fog during
autumn and winter. Outbreaks of Arctic air during late spring brings the risk
of a killing frost. In summer months mA air mass comes close to being
identical with mlP air. This is due to the longer trajectory it takes to reach
the UK and the initial shallowness of mA air masses allows greater modifica-
tion on the air mass.

IIIi__ _ _ _,__,_ i



Continental Polar (cP) and Continental Artic (CA)

These are cold, dry air masses that oriqinate in the snow and ice fields of
northern Russia and Finland. As a result of the predominamr westerlies cP
and CA air invades the UK only when a stationary high sets up over Scandinavia,

producing an easterly flow over western Europe. The main characteristics of
these air masses are their colder than normal temperatures and their initial
fair weather. As mixing occurs over the North Sea showers may develop along
the east coast. Once the air masses 4bsorb sufficient moisture and mixing
occurs persistent decks of stratocumulus ten4 to develop. During the sum-
mer months the influence of these air masses on the UK is rare.

Maritime Tropical

Maritime tropical air masses originate from the northern and eastern flanks
of the Atlantic subtropical high pressure cells. Due to the distance the
air mass must travel from its source region, it is subjected to considerable
modification by the time it reaches the UK. Maritime tropical air reaching
England is cooler, drier, and more stable than mT air masses affecting the
southeastern U.S.. The strong subsidence found in the source region dries out
the air mass through the vertical. During its advance the England mT air is
cooler at the surface by the underlying surface, thus developing a strong low
level inversion. Beneath the inversion mT air absorbs moisture from the sur-
face thus increasing the moisture content of the lower levels. During the
winter mT air reaches the UK with temperatures of 40-45OF and very high surface
relative humidities. This results in frequent occurrences of prolong periods
of low stratus, fog and drizzle owing to the pronounced low level stability.
In thesummer months mT air is stable and warmer. Heating from below as the
air moves over land tends to lessen the stability. Along the coasts and the
English channel sea fogs are common, but inland, with a greater instability,
the visibilities are generally improved. As a general rule windward areas
will experience upslope and cottal fog, with occasional drizzle, during all
seasons, while leeward areas will be brighter and sunnier.
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CYCLOGENESIS AND CYCLONIC PATHS

(FIG 2 , 3

It has been shown that most cyclones have a tendency to move northward after
forming. The majority of deep cyclones stay north of 55N, although during
winter and spring secondary tracks appear in southern UK.

The UK lies in a secondary axis of maximum cyclognesis which is between 49N
and 57N most of the year. This area is most likely a result of breakoffs
from the quasi-permanent subpolar lows.

The effects of terrain on cyclogenesis have little change with the season;
however, the land/sea temperature difference does have a major effect on
cyclogenesis and has significant change from season to season.

WINTER

In the winter the land/sea temperature difference is at its greatest, with the
warmer water areas a favorite area of cyclogenesis. There is a greater
frequency of activity over the North Atlantic, with two centers of cyclo-
genesis near Iceland.

These centers are the beginning of the primary track which goes north of 60N
through the Norweigian Sea into the Artic Ocean. There is also a secondary
track along 6ON through Scotland into the Baltic Sea.

During this period, the Irish Sea and the English Channel become sites of
frequent cyclogenesis. From here a secondary track is created SE across France
into the Mediterranean Sea.

Towards winter's end there is a general decrease in the frequency of cyclogen-
esis over most of Europe.

SPRING

As land areas begin to warm the shift of cyclogenesis from the water to the
land begins. During May thermal lows begin to appear and the axis of cyclo-
genesis shifts southward to 45--50N.

The primary path of cyclones moves south extending across northern Scotland
into southern Scandinavia. The path through the Norwegian Sea becomes a
secondary path. During springblocking highs reach their peak of activity
and create a secondary path across southern UK into the Baltic Sea. During
this time, southern UK receives its maximum of cyclonic activity.

SUMMER

With the land being the warmer it now becomes the center of cyclogenesis.
The main axis of cyclogenesis extends from Spain across Europe into the
Urals.



Storm tracks favor land areas due to the increase in surface heating, as a
result a secondary track develop$ west of Ireland in a SW to NE orientation.
As summer progresses this route moves to lie over Ireland.

The British Isles has an increase of activity which accompanies an increasc
in the upper level wind speed during mid-summer. Storm tracks move further
north and those in central furope disappear, the exception is the 60N track
of Scotland to the Baltic which remains constant.

During August the storm tracks across the eastern Atlantic become more
zonal. As a result the cyclogenesis pattern over the North Atlantic becomes
disorganized.

AUTUMN

Like spring, autumn is a transition period. Early autumn continues to have
summer characteristics while late autumn has winter characteristics. There
is a gradual change in the land/sea temperature difference as the sea again
becomes the warmer. The storm tracks and area of cyclogenesis begin to
move back over water areas.

The primary track begins its movement back up into the Norwegian Sea and
the 60N track becomes a secondary. The secondary track over Ireland continues
to move east and lies over southern UK before disappearing. During November
an area of cyclogenesis develops in the Brest region of France and continues
there thru the winter. This is source region of the storm track SE across
France into the Mediterranean Sea.
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ANTICYCLOGENESIS AND ANTICLONIC PATHS

(FIG 4 , 5

The principle axis of anticyclogenesis is located near 45N most of the year.
This axis is furthest north during August and is furthest south during January.

In comparing the primary axis of genesis and the primary track of movement
it is found that there is little meridional displacement of either axis or
track.

Anticyclones favor the cooler of the land/sea temperature difference. They
favor the land during the winter and the water areas during the summer.

WINTER

During winter there is a high frequency of anf cyclogenesis over land. Break-
offs from the Azores High account for most of the anticyclogenesis over the
North Atlantic. Of interest to the [K forecaster is that most of these break-
offs enter Western Eurpoe on a primary track of 50N. The anticyclones entering
along this track undergo reinforced anticyclogenesis in France. France generally
has five anticyclogenesis per 30 day period.

Migratory anticyclones are primarily of two types:

a. Those which originate in the middle latitude and move mainly eastward.

b. Those which originate at high latitudes and usually move southward.

Some of the latter originate in Scandinavia but the majority are from Alaska
or NW Canada.

SPRING

The effects of increased heating over the continent begin to effect the regions
of anticyclogenesis. Centers of activity shift from the warming land to the
cooler water bodies. Activity over land continues to decrease and the
primary tracks over land disappear.

By late spring the shift of the areas of anticyclogenesis to the ocean is
complete. The primary track for highs is still 50N, but they now move up
thru the English Channel. A secondary path appears from Iceland southest
across the Irish Sea and southern UK.

SUMMER

Centers of genesis have shifted to over water bodies. The northward shift

of the Azores High accounts for some of the activity over the North Atlantic.

The primary track continues to exist in the vicinity of 50N thru the English

Channel. The secondary track begining around Iceland has moved over to the
North Sea.

9



During the summer the English Channel and the Bay of Biscay become centers
of anticyclonic activity.

Toward the end of summer the continued warming of the water with little
additional warming of the land results in a decrease of the land/sea
temperature difference. This brings about a decrease in anticyclogenesis.
The Azores High continues to stimulate further genesis over France and

Germany.

AUTUMN

Autumn is a transition period with the reverse cycle of spring. The shift
of genesis is to the land masses combined with a southward sift of the axis of
anticyclogenesis.

Like the past Seasons the primary track is still in the vicinity of 50N. The
primary track though is shifting back to the land areas, going thru France
and Germany. The secondary path moves back to the west of England.

10
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FEATURES ACTIVE (ANA-) COLD FRONTS INACTIVE (KAT,-) (LD PRONTS

Temperature Often a large fall which Changes may be very sliqht
may be sudden--mean temp- and gradual--mean tern} erature
urature drop 3'C. drop 10 C.

Relative Humidity High and changes little. Decreases and thf, fall ma. bc
of considerab)le magnitude arnd

quite sharl .

Clouds Low clouds tend to clear Frontal clouds have ]ittlV
at frontal passaqe. High vertical extent oft(-n not
clouds often extend to exceedinq ), KLw ft, any
lot) mi. behind front. clouds above that are usually

thin and i atchy. Ther is

rapid clearanc( at fr)ntal
passage.

Precipitation Generally fairly heavy rain Amounts qenerallv ver,.' litht
at frontal passage with and frequently mild. Th,
steady, lighter rain after Precii amounted to only "."4
iassage, sometimes up to on at. averaqi and fell immud -
2-3 hours. An averacQ pre- ate>y before or durin,- th
ci, amount of 0.25 per front- frontal passaoe. There was
al passaie has been found to ver', littl,! :,o-t frontal rain.
occur.

Wind Usually a shari veer Wind veer may I)e very grad-
accompanied by a sharl ual and sncd chanc(,s usually
decreasc in wind speed. slight.

Average 700MB wind
veer at frontal 23o 170

passage

Average 500MB wind
veer at frontal 150 50

passage

TABLE 1 - Frontal Characteristics at Frontal Passage
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BLOCKING HIGHS

Ac. oss the North Atlantic and most of Europe the westerly flow at the 50Y.P
level is strongly zonal. Not infrequently, however, this zonal flow is
terminatked, and cCliuial i 'tt,=rl culbtitutod. A euasi-stationary high
in the eastern North Atlantic, in the vicinity of SOW - 15'E, slits the
westerlies into two branches so that a double jet stream results. One branch
flows northward (75-800 N) around the blocking high and the other southward
(36N). There is a distinct seasonal ;reference for blocking activity, with
a minimum from June to November and a irimary minimum in July-September. The
maximum is in April, while December to May is the general period of most fre-
quent blocking. During the period of maximum activity 30 - 40'x of the days
are affected by anticyclonic bWocking, while durino thu minimum it is under
20.

As one might expect, the blocking action of the warm high and the result-
ing splitting of the jet stream cause a dislocation of the routes of travel-
ing disturbanceS. Tne general effect is to reduce the number of activity
centers moving eastward in the vicinity of 50 - 550N and to concentrate them
to the north and to the south of those more central latitudes of Europe, in
the vicinity of the northern and southern jets. Thus, one main route of
disturbances lies well to the north of Iceland and is associated with the
branch of the jet following a course around the northern side of the blocking
high, a second track follows the southern jet into the Mediterranean latitudes.

The effects of the blocking action are felt often enough so that they appear
to leave their im)rint upon the general pattern of disturbance routes in
Europe. Considering all cyclones with central pressure less than 1013 MB,
it can be noted that the two areas of concentration are:

a. Across Scotland and Scandinavia

b. Along the axis of the Mediterranean Sea

the two positions of the jet at the time of the blocking activity. By contrast,

the area with a minimum of cyclonic activity is in the general vicinity of 5ON
latitude where the blocking high tends to obstruct the eastward advance of
Atlantic cyclones. Deep cyclones in winter are concentrated to the north of
55'N and in the central Mediterranean, with a minimum of activity in the vici-
nith of 50'N. In the summer, deep cyclones disappear from the Mediterranean
and there is a distinct concentration north of 550 N.

mhoi -nt effects of blocking action upon weather and climate are to be
ex" -  It was found that during a period of winter blocking action a tongue
'if.. -ive temperature anomalies coincides with the western and northern mar-
gins of the blocking high where a strengthened SW flow prevails (Figure 6 a).
Most of Scandinavia and the whole North Atlantic between Greenland and Scandi-
navia, on such occasions, may be warmer than normal. Negative temperature
anomalies are concentrated to the rear of the blocking high where cold CP surface
air, following the path of the northern jet, moves southward into a well-
developed pressure trough which is quite evident at the 500 MR level. The
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trough and its polar air arc very prominent in the vicinity of 50'N. On

occasions of winter blocking, the strongest negative anomalies of temperature

are to be found in an east - west belt along 5 0 ON latitude that extends from
SW USSR across Europt, and into southern England.

Summer blocking apvcars to produce effects upon temperature distribution in
Eurol e similiar to tiose of winter. The UK is characterized by a negative

mid-troposphere trough of low pressure lying eastward of the blocking warm

high that tends to channel cool northerly air south over the UK. (FIGURE 6 b)

In summary, the absence of a blocking high and the existence of a strong

zonal flow of .,esterly air with a single jet stream result in stronger

positive anomalies over the UK, especially in winter, and precipitation

amounts are above normal. With a blocking high over or west of the UK,

temperatures and precijitation are below normal, except in local areas.
It can be expected, then, that variations in the frequency of blocking
activity will be reflected in the variable seasonal weather from one
year to another.

It appears that the frequent blocking action may contribute to an understanding
of some of the temperature peculiarities of Europe. The fact that isolines of
winter temperature anomaly have a distinct SW-NE trend south of about 550 N
suggests the effect of the northeroinvasions of cold air east of the blocking
high.

In the summer the near absence of significant temperature anomalies over most of
Europe suggests that the continent does not warm up in summer to the degree that
one might expect. This may be interpreted as being due in part to the cool air
from the north entering on east side of theblocking high. To be sure, summer
and fall are the seasons of only minimum blocking highs, and maximum zonal flow,
so that the effects of blocking action upon summer temperature characteristics
are subordinate to those of the stronger zonal flow.
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SEVERE WEATHER IN UNITED KINGDOM

1. Thunderstorms

a. Considering thm northern location of the British Isles, it. has its fair
ear,, of thundretorms (Wiure' 8 ). Like the rest of th( Northern Jiemisihere,

most thunderstorms in the United Kingdom occur from PMa, through mid Stv} timh.r.

b. For its size, the United Kingdom has a considerahle shift in thuidlrstrm
activit during the year. During the winter, the maximum activity occurs along
the western shores. While during the spring, the shift in activity occurs along
Anglia and southeastern England. The Midlands and the area northeast of it are-
favored during the summer months. Autumn, on the other hand, has an even distri-
bution of storms throughout the country.

c. There is a high ratio of cumulonimbus to that of actual thunder. In
general thunderstorms do not last long. Many only have a cout le of e ls ,f
thunder. In the winter, the average thunderstorm length is twenty minutes.
Summer thunderstormms are longer with an average length of fifty minut(es.

d. Th,. maximum occurrence( of thunder is generall\, around 1 00L with a ci i uec

of activity at c7OoL.

e. Nocturnal thunde-rstorm activity at Fairford is hindered )v tie orieIt'Atio l
of the surrounding ridges. Th-st hi Is cut off the low level warm, moist air

needed to sustain thundrstorms during the evenings.

f. Winter thunderstorms are' usually associated with intense cold cools shew-
ing up at the 300 MB level. Winter storms have a tendency to dissipate near

sunset with the loss of heating. The tolps of storms during winter are generally
low with an average height of 17,000-20,000 feet. Summer thunderstorms are
generated by numerous means, e.g., cold pools, fronts, unstable airmass, (etc.
Tops of storms are considerably higher during the summer with an average of 25,000
feet and occasionally exceeding 30,000 feet. Even though considerably smaller
than their stateside cousins all potential hazards still exist.

2. Hail

Small hail is common year around; although, it occurs more often in winter
and early spring in conjunction with strong cold lools showing up at 500 MB.
Large hail is rare. Between 1906 and 1955 there have bee(,)n api' oximately 170
damaging hailstorms reported in the entire United Kingdom.

3. Wind

Gradient winds of greater than 35 knots are common from mid September through
early May. Strong, purely convective winds associated with thunderstorms and
rainshowers are rare. Most of the strong winds associated with convective activity
is associated with the forcing to the surface of stronger winds aloft, rather than
convective down rushes.
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4. Tornadoes

Tornadoes or whirlwinds, as they are commonly called iii thu UK, are not as rare as
normally thought. They occur mostly in Lhe spring and early summer. But whent
they do occur they usually lack the destructive power of their cousins in the
States. Like hail they are generally ase;cciated with a stron;3 cold p.ool
appearing at 500 MB.

O 0 -5

@6 - 11
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ANNUAL TSTM ACTIVITY IN THE U.K.

Figure 8
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